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In this note we discuss various extensions of a normal * derivation of a 
uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebra. Various approximation theorems are 
employed to show when said extensions generate automorphism groups of the 
C*-algebra. We characterize the “maximal” extension of Sakai and Powers 
as a graph limit and show when this extension is the closure of the given 
derivation. We also discuss an identity obeyed by the resolvent of a derivation. 
The maximal regular extension, 8, of a normal * derivation, 6 of a 
UHF algebra is characterized as a graph limit of its approximations, 
T, . This shows s” is a closed operator. An extension of 6 between 8 
(the closure of 6) and 8 is discussed and conditions for 8 and 8 to 
coincide are given. We show that the resolvent of a closed derivation 
obeys a noncommutative version of the Reynolds identity. 
1. Let Cu denote a uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebra. Then a 
normal *-derivation as defined in [6] is a *-derivation, 6, such that its 
domain is dense in ‘3 and is the union of an increasing sequence of 
finite type I subfactors, i.e., g(6) = lJ, & where ‘Q C 21n+i and 
each ‘& is a finite type I subfactor of 2l. It was shown in [7] that there 
is a sequence of positive elements h, E ‘3 such that 8(a) = i[h, , a] 
for all a E ‘u, . Using these h, an extension of 6, 8, was defined by 
3 = g(8) = {x E 2f: limn+m P,[ih, , x] exists). If T,(x) = P,[ih, , x] 
then 8(x) = limn+co T,(x). It is now known that 8 is a closed operator 
(Sakai [private communication] ; also see the remark following Theo- 
rem 2 below). 
It is also possible to define 8 by looking at the graphs of the operators 
T, . This idea is employed in [l]. 
Let 3m = ((x, y) E Iu x ‘%: x = limn+a x, , y = limn+n Tn(xn)). 
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THEOREM 1. The set grn is the graph of the operator 6. 
Proof. If we take a E a(6) then a E ‘u, for some n and so 
Ihi P&h, ,a] = l&P, 8(a) = S(a). 
Thus as a set %a contains the graph of 6. To show that ?9= is the 
graph of an operator we must show that (0, y) E 5% implies y = 0. 
Suppose then that x, + 0 and P,,[z’h, , x,,] 3 y -f 0. Let 
a E 21no C 9(S). Th en, if T is the unique tracial state on 91, 
0 = lim 7(x, 6(a)) = lim ~(xll[z7z, , u]) II-*. nix 
= - l$-$ T([ihn ) x,&z) 
= lim (P,[ih, , m&2) n-tm 
= -T(ya). 
Here P, is the canonical condition expectation of 91 onto ‘9fn . Since 
9(S) is dense in 9I we have ~(yy*) = 0 and hence y = 0. Returning 
to the definition of 8 and taking x, = x for all n we see that ~8’~ 
contains the graph of 8. It was noted in [6], however, that 8 is maximal 
with respect to being a linear extension of 6 satisfying 7(8(x)) = 0 
and @a&) = 8(a)& + ag(x)b + a&(b) where x E 9(S) and a, b E 81, . 
As the operator defined by $!Jm clearly has this property, the graph of 
8 must be 9, . 
A slightly different definition, relevent here, was employed by 
Kurtz [3], to extend Trotter’s semigroup convergence theorem. If 
P,(h,,) = k,, then Kurtz’s extension is defined similarly to our 
approach to s” with T,(x) replaced by [ik,, , x]. Writing aik,(x) ==: 
[ik,, , x] one defines ex-lim &, by the set of (x, y) E 91 ‘x ‘21 
such that there is a sequence x”, E 2l, with // x, - P,x jj -+ 0 and 
II ‘ik (%2) -- poll --t 0 equivalently the set of (x, y) E YI x 41 such 
that”there are x, E ‘?I, with 
x, - x and b&n) - Y. 
Rewriting a line in the proof of Theorem 1 we see that 8 = ex-lim a{,,., 
is a densely defined operator. The advantage of this extension is that 
si, : 41,, ---t ‘a, . One readily sees that 8 is a derivation. In fact, 
let”x, y E g(8). Then there exists x, , Y,~ E ‘?I, , x, - x, yn ---f y and 
Lib 7 %I - g(x), [k , YJ - %). Thus xnyqn. - XY and [ik, , x,Y,] = 
[ik, , x,,] yn + x,[ik, , y,,] -tndm S(x)y + x8(y). We thus have that 
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xy E g(8) and 8(xy) = 8(x)y + x&y). If, in analogy with 
[6, Theorem 61, the range of (1 -& 8) 9(s) is dense in 5X, one obtains 
a one-parameter group of contractions, p(t), of 9l ---f ‘$I such that 
lim Ij et’% P,(x) - p(t)% jj = 0. n-> ra 
This conclusion is just the result of [3, Theorem 2.11. Since all 
211, _C ‘$I, efsikn can also be considered as an automorphism group of 
‘8 -+ 2f and so 
k+i 11 etsikf(x) - p(t)(x)11 = 0. 
The latter makes p(t) an automorphism group. This leads to 
THEOREM 2. If (1 & 8) G(8) is dense in ‘3 then 
i42 11 etSikfl (x) - et’(x)11 = 0 
for all t E (- co, CO) and x E %. 
Proof. Since p(t) is an automorphism group its generator must be 
a derivation. This generator is 8 by the proof [3, Theorem 2.11. 
Said theorem is clearly applicable by our hypothesis and the fact that 
9(g) contains g(6). Indeed 8 extends 6, for if x E 5&O , then for 
fz > no, 
w, 2 4 = p, S(x) = w. 
Remark. By the maximality of 8 we have that 8 < 8. Also 8 is 
closed. This was remarked by Kurtz in [3]. He points out (private 
communication) that by letting x, -+ x and 8(x,) --+ y one then has 
X +j x, and &, (xn,) -‘j 8(x%). An appropriate subsequence may 
&n be chosen & that after relabeling, x, ---t x and 6, (xn) --+ y. 
The same argument also shows, directly, that 8 is close”d via our 
Theorem 1. 
Following an argument in [I] it is possible to prove Theorem 2 
directly since our setting is not as general as that in [3]. Indeed, 
l/(1 & Sik,)-l /I < 1 since the ~ik, generate automorphism groups 
of %. Letting x = (1 f 8)~ we know that there exists a sequence 
{yn E 9&} such that 
so that 
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Using the uniform boundedness of (1 & Sik,.,)-l we have 
I@( 1 5 &#x = lip(l * SilcJ1xn = IiF Yn == y = (1 & 8)-4x. 
The last equality follows from the fact that (1 4 8) is always 
invertible since 8 leave the trace, -r, invariant and is skew symmetric 
with respect to 7. Now we can appeal to the Trotter-Kato theorem 
[9, p. 2691, to obtain a limit automorphism group. The derivation 8 
is its generator since 8 is closed. This method may also be used 
to prove [6, Theorem 61. 
We now show that the minimal and “maximal” extensions of 6 
can coincide. 
THEOREM 3. I f  (1 & 8) .9(s) are dense in % and the sequence 
(#I & Tvl)-l II} is in I, , then 8 = S (=a). 
Proof. If P, is as above, then P,&(x) ---f 6(x) for all x E g(S), 
where S,(x) = [ih, , x]. But if a E ‘$& then for n > n, , P,&,(a) =: 
[z& , a] so that S&x) -+ S(x) for all x E g(S). But then a theorem of 
Trotter [S, Theorem 5.21 shows that e@+(x) + eta(x), t E (- CO, a3). 
However, [6, Theorem 61 yields e/%(x) + e”(x) (we certainly have 
(1 & 8) Q(S) dense in Ilr). 
As we must now have convergence of corresponding resolvents we 
see that 
and 
Thus 8 = 8. 
Remark. The requirement that (1 & 8) g(S) be dense in ‘u: is 
akin to asking for the essential skew adjointness of 6. Aside from the 
formal analogy with the Cayley transform of a symmetric operator 
one can examine the Clifford algebra (algebra of anticommutation 
relations). 
2. Let S be a *-derivation of ‘$l with g(S) dense in % satisfying 
7(6(x)) = 0 for x E g(S) and $S(x)y) = -~(xS(y)), x, y E g(S). For 
simplicity let 6 be closed and we now make the restriction that -1 
belongs to the resolvent set of 6, i.e., (1 + S)-i exists as a bounded 
operator on % which we write as R. By a result of [5] this is tantamount 
to (1 + S) 9(S) being d ense in BI, if 6 is a normal *-derivation. 
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If y = (I + 6)-l(x) then 
x*x = y*y +y* S(Y) + qY*)Y + YY*) d(Y), 
so that 
T(Y*Y) = .(X*X) - T(Y* S(Y)) - TNY*)Y) - +YY”) *(YN 
= .(X*X) - @(YX) qy)), 
by the skew symmetry of 6. Thus 
PROPOSITION 4. The operator R considered as a map from L2(%, 7) 
into L2(%, T) is a contraction. 
Remark. If 6 is a normal *-derivation then a result in [5] shows 
that R is a contraction in rU and thus R is a contraction in L”(21, T) for 
2,<p,<co. 
The resolvent obeys a rather unusual looking algebraic identity 
which has had considerable consequences for the study of certain 
equations in commutative algebras, conditional expectations and 
aspects of ergodic theory. An excellent discussion and characterization 
of operators obeying said identity in L” is given by Rota [4]. The 
identity in question is called a Reynolds identity and we now prove 
the noncommutative version of it in 
THEOREM 5. With R as above, we have R(xR(y) + R(x)y) = 
R(x) R(Y) + NW R(Y)) f or all x, y E a. Conversely, suppose T is a 
closed densely defined operator on 2l with (I + T)-l bounded and defined 
on all of 2I. If (I + T)-l satisjies the Reynolds identity then T is a 
derivation. 
Proof. 
(1 + ww R(Y)) = W) WY) + V(x) R(Y)) 
= w4 WY) + ww) WY) + w4 W(Y))* 
Now 6R = I - R [2], so that 
(1 + w(x)NY)) = WNY) + v - www + +9r(~ - mY)l 
= WYY) + XWY) - wYw + WY - WWY) 
= XWY) + WY - WP(Y). 
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Applying R to both sides of the equation we obtain our result. For the 
converse it is enough to realize that one need only verify the identity 
T(xw) = T(X)W + zT( w on elements of the form R(x) R(y). ) 
Remark. While R is not a conditional expectation it does enjoy 
certain properties in common with projections in C*-algebras. It is 
easy to verify directly from the Reynolds identity that the fixed 
points of R form a subalgebra (also R(x) = x iff 6(x) == 0) and if 
R(y) = y then R(xy + R(x)y) = R(x)y + R(R(x)y) so that R(xy) = 
R(X)Y. 
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